When adjusting a bridge saddle, when the guitar is strung, partly intonation, and partly string height, **ALWAYS LOSE THE CENTER SCREW** before making any changes to the saddle. Always ensure that there is a distance between the loosened center screw and the saddle throughout the procedure so that the screw is not destroyed. Use the supplied Allen key and tighten gently the centrum screw!
When adjusting a bridge saddle, when the guitar is strung, partly intonation, and partly string height, **ALWAYS LOSEN THE CENTER SCREW** before making any changes to the saddle. Always ensure that there is a distance between the loosened center screw and the saddle throughout the procedure so that the screw is not destroyed. Use the supplied Allen key and tighten gently the centrum screw.

- **Center screw**
- **Adjust string height**
- **Adjust intonation 12th fret**

Unscrew the rectangular lid on the back of the guitar and pull out and/or thread strings to be replaced through the holes in the sustain block up to the bridge on the front of the guitar. (On some of the guitars the holes can be drilled through the plastic lid and usually the lid will not need to be removed)

When setting up Tremolo motion, make sure that the bridge's **upper rear part** has about 5mm gap to the wood surface. This gap is adjusted partly by tensioning the springs that are attached to the sustain block on the back of the guitar, with 2 screws sitting in the spring bracket against wood, and partly by adjusting continuously as you tuning the guitar and strings tighten.

If you do not want to use tremolo movement, tighten the spring so that the spring bracket is pressed against the wood surface. Before You Make Spring Adjustment – DON’T FORGET TO SLACK THE STRINGS, High E, and B strings may otherwise snap off.

**PICKUPS:**
These are adjusted to fit the string the guitar comes with: **D’Addario NYXL 10/46**

If you change to another brand of string, or dimension of the strings, ADJUST ONLY using the supplied Allen key, if neccessary, to adjust the individual magnetic rods that can be adjusted and they can be screwed up or down. Do not pull the magnetic rods out of the pickup or don’t push them hard to the bottom – the pickup can be damaged and the guitar must be disassembled.

**(The Singelpickup’s rods can only be adjusted by either disassembling strings and pickguard and adjusting from below, or raising or lowering the entire pickup. Note that on delivery it is lowered as low as possible and should only be adjusted upwards.**

Do not adjust the single pickup or humbuckers so high that the strings can be physically pulled down to the pickup or that the picks does not fit under the strings during normal play).